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Quick Thread: On Sealed Indictments and the
POSSIBILITY that there is one against Trump himself. All
cites are to part II of the Mueller report - the one on
obstruction - and especially Appendix D.

Appendix D Covers all matters that were in the Special Counsel's office, but have been

referred out. Most are redacted because Grand Jury info is protected under law.  

(Not included, Butina, Erickson, the 1MDB matter, probably lots of others.)

The unredacted matters are ones that have been unsealed and are in the public:

Rafiekian/Alptkin (Flynn, Turkey, FARA); Flynn; Richard Gates; IRA; Kilimnik;

Manafort; Netyksho (Hacking); Sam Patten; Roger Stone; Michael Cohen; Greg

Craig; Papadopoulos; Alex van der Zwaan; Pinedo.

The remaining cases are listed in two categories: Transfers and Referrals. The

redactions are alphabetical and look like this. These redactions are necessary and

appropriate under federal law.

We KNOW President Trump is not one of the redacted cases, because Mueller

concluded that he could not charge a POTUS even under seal.

That prohibition does not apply to State crimes (like in New York), however, and

there is a STRONG HINT in the Mueller report that he referred cases OUTSIDE OF

THE FEDERAL SYSTEM, and therefore the referrals could include POTUS.

Mueller may have hinted he referred a case on Trump to a State AG by saying the

referrals were "PRINCIPALLY" to federal law enforcement, but not EXCLUSIVELY.

Non DOJ/FBI law enforcement is almost certainly STATE law enforcement.
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The Party Names in the redacted cases - which could easily include Trump children

and White House officials - are what it seems like Barr shared with the WH in

violation of law.

Barr Commits Obstruction
Barr admits to providing name of redacted Grand Jury information to the White
House.

https://www.c-span.org/video/?c4795263/barr-commits-obstruction

The Transfers paragraph is also fueling speculation that Barr forced SC Mueller to

shut down early. In it he notes transferred cases that "have not fully concluded as of

the date of this report."

For those that are asking how we know what was redacted and why -- it is obvious in

Appendix D. The only thing that is not clear is who the targets of those investigations

are.

And, at the risk of repeating myself, it is not appropriate for Congress or the White

House to know the names are facts under those redactions. It is banned under the law

and a bad idea for all the reasons listed here:

https://fas.org/sgp/crs/secrecy/R45456.pdf END FOR NOW.

By the way, the OLC Opinion is publicly available and anyone can read it. The policy

has been consistent since at least 1973.

https://www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/olc/opinions/2000/10/31/op-olc-v024-

p0222_0.pdf
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